
Autonomous response

Senseon Reflex is an autonomous threat response technology that works 
seamlessly within the Senseon platform to automatically stop in progress 
attacks before they can spread and cause damage. When it comes to 
threats such as ransomware, time is critical, and accurate, speedy threat 
detection and response capabilities are crucial.

This cost-effective solution helps organisations deal with these challenges 
by automating the process of threat response and taking appropriate 
action on their behalf. In operation 24/7, Senseon Reflex works tirelessly to 
respond to threats, halting the progress of attacks before they become a 
problem, for example, by removing devices from the network.

Some attacks spread too quickly for humans to respond to. Senseon 
empowers over-stretched security teams to stay ahead of threats, 
augmenting their capabilities and allowing them to focus their efforts 
where they are most needed. By building on the Senseon platform’s 
unique AI Triangulation technology, Reflex ensures that threat isolation 
only occurs when accurate alerts have been raised.

An increasingly complex problem

Businesses today face an unprecedented volume and sophistication of 
attack techniques that are capable of evading detection and crippling 
systems within minutes. Response time is critical, but traditional tools and 
human security teams are often too slow to respond.

Existing autonomous response tools create added dangers. Without 
accuracy or context, these tools often misfire and stop legitimate business 
operations, which can have both financial and reputational implications 
for organisations. Attackers, knowing that defenders are overwhelmed by 
these alerts, utilise rapid detonation cyber attacks such as ransomware, to 
quickly take over organisation’s digital capabilities.

Real-time, intelligent response

Stops genuine threats in seconds

Works 24/7 

Responds faster than a security team 
 
Manual or automatic modes 
 
Integrates effortlessly with Senseon
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Real time machine learning 
technologies, like Senseon, 
are critical in helping 
organisations cut through the 
noise of their busy networks 
to identify the real threats.

Dr Ken Urquhart, Former Senior Director, 
Microsoft Alchemie Ventures, Consultant 
on AI/ML and Cyber Security

From detection to response, 
Senseon Reflex can stop 
WannaCry in just eight 
seconds.



Observation, hypothesis, action, response

At the heart of the Senseon platform is an advanced system known as AI 
Triangulation, capable of accurately detecting and alerting on even the 
most subtle and complex of cyber threats. By blending together its senses 
across endpoints, networks, and Investigator Bots, Senseon is able to think 
and reason like a human analyst. By observing threats from multiple 
perspectives, pausing for thought, and learning from experience, Senseon 
automates the process of investigation.

Measured response

Senseon Reflex customers are offered a choice of two modes, automatic 
or manual, which they can easily move between at their convenience. This 
allows customers to adapt their security preferences as needed.

Automatic mode ensures that when a malicious and high priority threat is 
observed, appropriate action is taken immediately, without requiring any 
human interaction. This is ideal for quickly isolating rapidly spreading cyber 
threats, such as ransomware, before they have the opportunity to cause 
further damage.

Manual mode is designed for customers new to Senseon Reflex who would 
like assurance that its decisions are proportionate and reflect the specific 
requirements of their organisation. When in manual mode, Senseon Reflex 
will immediately alert the customer to the threat and recommend the 
action it would like to take. The customer can then choose to approve or 
amend the recommended action.

Reflex in action

Ransomware attacks
An employee unwittingly opens a malicious attachment that leads to the 
execution of a ransomware attack. As the executable begins to encrypt 
data on the employee’s laptop, Senseon quickly identifies that a malicious 
process is in operation and raises an alert. As soon as an alert has been 
raised, Reflex isolates the device from the network, stopping the attack 
before it can spread across the organisation.

Senseon Reflex has been designed as a framework within which the 
following response capabilities could be deployed.

Malicious insider threats
Senseon observes a malicious employee trying to use another employee’s 
credentials to download a large amount of data from a server that they do 
not have permission to access. Senseon Reflex stops the connection and 
notifies the security team.

Malicious external connections
Senseon observes an adversary using a remote access tool to conceal the 
intent of an attack utilising command and control techniques. Senseon 
detects unusual behaviour as the attacker attempts to escalate privileges 
and move laterally within the organisation. Senseon Reflex then blocks the 
external connection before the attacker is able to connect to vital systems 
on the business’ network.

Want to find out more about 
Senseon Reflex?

Get in touch or book a demo
Visit www.senseon.io/demo 
or email demo@senseon.io

Security teams regularly 
receive over 10,000 alerts 
a month. The abundance 
of false positives means 
genuine threats often get lost 
in the noise. Simply having 
an autonomous response 
tool in place is not enough. 
Senseon Reflex offers security 
teams added protection 
and context, reducing false 
positives and the burdens 
they place on overworked 
analyst teams.

Jonathan Luff, Co-Founder of CyLon

67% of businesses hit with 
ransomware, permanently 
lost part of all of their 
corporate data.
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